Death domains share a common six α-helical bundle structure [@R1],[@R2] and are versatile modules of protein--protein interactions that mediate the assembly of numerous caspase activating and NF-κB activating complexes in apoptotic and inflammatory signaling including the DISC [@R3]--[@R6]. Our current understanding of the Fas DD--FADD DD interaction is both conflicting and confusing. The structures of Fas DD and FADD DD have long been elucidated by the NMR method, with the Fas DD structure determined under an acidic condition that disrupts its capacity to oligomerize and to interact with FADD DD [@R7]--[@R9]. Extensive mutagenesis has been performed, but the disruptive mutations map to expanded surfaces with no well-defined patches [@R7],[@R9]--[@R11]. The same is true for locations of disease-associated mutations in Fas DD [@R12]--[@R15].

Furthermore, these ALPS-associated disease-causing mutations in Fas DD are not localized at the interfaces with FADD DD in a structure of the complex that was crystallized in 0.95M citric acid and 1.9M ammonium sulfate at pH 4.0 [@R16]. Here we present a different structure of the complex that was crystallized in low salt and more neutral pH, which agrees well with electron microscopy, mass spectrometry and multi-angle light scattering studies in shape, size and stoichiometry of the complex in solution. The structure reveals the molecular basis of ALPS mutations, was further validated by structure-based mutagenesis both *in vitro* and in cells, and provides an elegant framework for optimal interaction with Fas ligand and for caspase recruitment and activation.

RESULTS {#S1}
=======

Similarity of a 5--7 Fas DD and 5 FADD DD complex to the PIDD--RAIDD complex {#S2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

To resolve the conflicting data and to elucidate the molecular basis of DD interactions in the DISC, we reconstituted the human Fas (hFas) DD--human FADD (hFADD) DD complex ([Supplementary Fig. 1**a**](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the mouse Fas (mFas) DD--hFADD DD complex and utilized electron microscopy (EM) to visualize the structures of the complexes. EM of negatively stained Fas DD--FADD DD complexes revealed monodisperse and homogeneous particle populations ([Supplementary Fig. 1**b**](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Classification of 10,397 particles of the hFas--hFADD complex and 15,271 particles of the mFas--hFADD complex into 100 groups produced class averages that revealed molecules of similar size, about 10 nm in diameter, but with varying structural features ([Supplementary Fig. 1**c** and 1**d**](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating different orientations of the complex on the carbon support film. The EM averages of the hFas--hFADD and the mFas--hFADD complexes are visibly indistinguishable.

Surprisingly, both the size and the appearance of Fas DD--FADD DD EM projections looked similar to the EM averages of the layered structure of the oligomeric PIDD DD--RAIDD DD complex [@R17] ([Supplementary Fig. 1**e**](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In this complex, a layer of 5 RAIDD molecules is sandwiched between a layer of 5 PIDD molecules on one side and two additional, loosely associated RAIDD molecules on the other side [@R17]. To provide more confidence in this similarity assessment, we used nanoflow electrospray ionization and tandem mass spectrometry to characterize the stoichiometry of the complex. The data showed that the hFas--hFADD complex consists predominantly of a 5:5 species with minor populations of 6:5 and 7:5 species, whereas the mFas--hFADD complex consists predominantly of 5:5 and 6:5 species with a minor population of the 7:5 complex ([Fig. 1**a**](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Fig. 2**a** and 2**b**](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We then characterized the size of the complexes quantitatively using multi-angle light scattering (MALS). Among the multiple measurements on multiple samples, a range of molecular masses was obtained, which is consistent with a 5 Fas--5 FADD core complex and loosely bound additional subunits ([Fig. 1**b**](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Table 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Therefore, both the mass spectrometry and the MALS measurements support the similarity with the PIDD--RAIDD complex [@R17]. While this similarity was unexpected and suggested that the structure of the Fas DD--FADD DD complex differs from the reported symmetrical tetrameric structure of the complex at high salt and pH 4.0 [@R16], it would agree with the minimal stoichiometry of the extracellular interaction between Fas and its ligand FasL (see below).

Crystal structure of the core Fas--FADD DD complex at 6.8 Å resolution {#S3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

We were able to crystallize the mFas--hFADD complex and obtained its diffraction data at 6.8 Å resolution. We built a layer of 5 Fas DD and a layer of 5 FADD DD using the known structures of hFas and hFADD [@R7],[@R16], respectively, based on the PIDD--RAIDD complex structure [@R17]. We then solved the structure of the complex by molecular replacement using the Fas DD layer and the FADD DD layer as models ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, [Supplementary Table 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The availability of the individual Fas DD and FADD DD structures effectively provides atomic details to the structure of the complex. The solution revealed a two-layered structure with an upper layer of five Fas DD molecules and a lower layer of five FADD DD molecules ([Fig. 1**c**](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This assignment coincides with the greater similarity between Fas and RAIDD, and between FADD and PIDD ([Supplementary Fig. 3**a**](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The additional Fas molecules in the complex, which are equivalent to the additional RAIDD molecules in the PIDD--RAIDD complex, are not present in the mFas--hFADD crystal structure due to steric hindrance in crystal packing. The low resolution of the crystals may be reflective of the heterogeneity of the complex. Calculated re-projections of the crystal structure agree well with the experimental class averages ([Fig. 1**d**](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Differences in structural details are likely due to staining artifacts.

Structure-based mutations have semi-quantitative disruptive effects {#S4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

The Fas DD--FADD DD complexes are assembled via an elegant polymerization mechanism involving 3 types of asymmetric interactions at 6 unique interfaces that mediate Fas--FADD, Fas--Fas and FADD--FADD interactions ([Fig. 2**a**, 2**b**](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The type Ia surface composed of residues at the H1 and H4 helices interacts with the type Ib surface composed of residues at H2 and H3. The type IIa surface formed by residues at the H4 helix and the H4--H5 loop interacts with the type IIb surface at the H5--H6 loop and H6 helix. The type IIIa surface from residues at H3 interacts with the type IIIb surface formed by residues at the H1--H2 and the H3--H4 loops. The individual layers are assembled by 5 successive type I and type III interactions. The type II interactions only mediate the interactions between the layers. It may be predicted that type I and type III interfaces of both Fas DD and FADD DD are critical for complex formation. For the type II interaction, only the type IIa surface of the Fas DD and the type IIb surface of the FADD DD should be important.

To rigorously confirm the structure, we took an unbiased approach to identify key residues at each of the interfaces in an equivalent hFas DD--hFADD DD complex ([Fig. 2**b**--2**f**](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Residues that bury the most surface area were selected and mutated to charged residues that most likely would disrupt the interaction. One residue each was chosen for each of the type I and type III interfaces in Fas DD and FADD DD. Two residues each were chosen for the type II interface to validate the relative layer positions of Fas DD and FADD DD. These mutations on Fas DD were E272K (type Ia), R250E (type Ib), Q283K (type IIa), K287D (type IIa), T305K (type IIb), N302K (type IIb), E261K (type IIIa) and T270K (type IIIb). The residue numbers are based on the human Fas precursor sequence and 16 should be subtracted for the mature sequence. The mutations on human FADD DD were R142E (type Ia), R117E (type Ib), K153E (type IIa), N150K (type IIa), L172K (type IIb), D175K (type IIb), D123R (type IIIa) and R135E (type IIIb). More than half of the selected residues are either positively or negatively charged, consistent with the salt-dependence of complex formation ([Supplementary Fig. 3**b**](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and suggesting that complex formation is driven considerably by electrostatic interactions ([Fig. 2**g**, 2**h**](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Strikingly, all structure-based mutations at the predicted type I and type III interfaces caused severe disruption of the Fas DD--FADD DD interaction ([Fig. 2**b**](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [3**a**](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The type IIa mutations of the Fas DD, but not the type IIb mutations, disrupted the interaction. Conversely, the type IIb mutations of the FADD DD, but not the type IIa mutations, disrupted the interaction. Consistent with their surface locations, none of the disruptive mutations affected the structural integrity of the DDs as shown by circular dichroism (CD) experiments ([Supplementary Fig. 3**c**](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The structure was further validated by mutations on conserved surface residues that are not at the observed interface, which retained the Fas--FADD interactions ([Supplementary Fig. 3**d**](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Remarkably, there seems to be a semi-quantitative correlation between the severity of the mutational phenotype and the extent of involvement of the interface in complex assembly. For example, the type Ib interface of Fas and the type Ia interface of FADD are only used twice in the complex in comparison with three to five times for the other types of interactions ([Fig. 2**a**](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), rationalizing the somewhat weaker effects of the Fas R250E type Ib mutation and the FADD R142E type Ia mutation ([Fig. 3**a**](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

ALPS mutations map to subunit interfaces and disrupt Fas--FADD interaction {#S5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mutations in Fas are the most frequent causes of ALPS and of these, about 70% are mutations in the intracellular DD [@R12]--[@R15]. To elucidate whether our Fas DD--FADD DD structure reveals the structural mechanisms of ALPS, we analyzed naturally occurring Fas mutations associated with ALPS (<http://research.nhgri.nih.gov/ALPS/fas_tnfrsf6_exon9_mut.shtml>). Among the 20 single site ALPS mutations in Fas DD, we selected those that do not involve Gly or Pro and are exposed on the surface of the Fas DD ([Supplementary Table 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These mutations most likely do not influence the structural integrity of the Fas DD. If there are multiple mutations on the same residue, one mutation was chosen for simplicity of the analysis. These criteria selected six mutations, Y232C, R250Q, A257D, D260Y, T270K, and E272K ([Fig. 3**b**](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Unexpectedly, three of the residues involved, Arg250, Thr270 and Glu272, are at the centers of type Ib, IIIb and Ia interfaces, respectively. R250E (a mutation related to R250Q), T270K and E272K have already been tested in structure-based mutagenesis and shown to be defective in interacting with the FADD DD. Residues Ala257 and Asp260 reside near the center of the type IIIa interface. In contrast, Tyr232 is exposed near the beginning of helix H1 ([Fig. 3**b**](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Pulldown of wild-type and mutant Fas DD with His-tagged FADD DD showed that ALPS mutants, R250Q, A257D, and D260Y, as well as T270K and E272K, were severely defective in interaction with FADD DD ([Fig. 3**c**](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Lack of appreciable structural perturbation had been confirmed by earlier NMR studies for some of these mutations including R250Q and A257D, as well as D260V, a similar mutation to D260Y [@R11]. The structural integrity of T270K and E272K was validated by CD measurements ([Supplementary Fig. 3**c**](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In contrast, the Y232C mutant interacted normally with FADD DD. In the family from which it was isolated, the Y232C Fas mutation inhibited apoptosis and caused ALPS only when co-expressed with an extracellular R137W mutation on the other allele, likely by reducing Fas surface expression [@R13].

The Fas DD--FADD DD structure we present here explains that a majority of the Fas DD ALPS mutations exert their disease phenotypes by failure to form a complex with FADD DD. In contrast, none of the five ALPS mutations, as well as the structurally identified disruptive mutations, are located at the interface in the recently reported Fas DD--FADD DD crystal structure [@R16] ([Supplementary Fig. 4**a**, 4**b**, 4**c**](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Instead they map onto the exposed surface of the symmetrical tetrameric complex. In addition, the experimental EM projections of the Fas DD--FADD DD complex are dissimilar to the calculated projections of the tetrameric complex ([Fig. 1**d**](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Fig. 4**d**](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Because the reported Fas DD--FADD DD complex was crystallized in high salt and low pH [@R16], factors known to disrupt Fas DD interaction and function [@R7] ([Supplementary Fig. 3**b**](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), it is likely that these conditions dramatically altered Fas conformation ([Supplementary Fig. 4**e**](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), caused a remodeling of the complex, and resulted in the non-physiological oligomer observed in the crystal [@R16].

In addition to Fas mutations that are associated with ALPS, there are extensive existing mutagenesis data on FADD DD [@R9],[@R10]. Classifying the residues into the three types of interactions allowed us to explain the observed mutational effects of these FADD DD mutants on interactions with Fas DD ([Supplementary Table 4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As expected, residues at these interfaces, especially those that are completely buried at the given interface, caused disruption when mutated.

Structure-based mutations disrupt Fas--FADD interaction in living cells {#S6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the functional effects of Fas and FADD mutations on signaling complex formation in intact living cells, we performed fluorescence energy transfer (FRET) experiments on full-length Fas and the FADD DD ([Fig. 4**a**, 4**b**](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Full-length Fas and the FADD DD were fused to YFP and CFP, respectively, and co-expressed in 293T cells. FRET using GFP variants is a sensitive measure of protein-protein interactions at distances less than 10 nm [@R18]. Cells co-expressing full-length Fas and the FADD DD produced large FRET signals, indicating complex formation, while cells expressing a Fas mutant lacking the death domain (Fas ΔDD) had reduced FRET signals, indicating that FRET was dependent on DD--DD interactions. Strikingly, all mutant Fas and FADD constructs that were defective in the Fas DD--FADD DD interaction *in vitro* also had reduced FRET signals compared to the wild-type proteins, whereas the Fas and the FADD mutants that did not affect the Fas DD--FADD DD complex formation *in vitro* interacted normally with the complementary DD by FRET. The semi-quantitative correlation between the occurrence of a particular interaction in the Fas DD--FADD DD complex and its mutational effect appeared to be more prominent for the interaction in living cells than *in vitro* ([Fig. 4**a**, 4**b**](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Dominant negative effects of structure-based and ALPS Fas mutations {#S7}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Almost all Fas DD mutations in ALPS are dominant and from a heterozygous background, which is consistent with the oligomeric nature and the high cooperativity of assembly in the Fas DD--FADD DD complex. ALPS-associated Fas mutations that cannot bind FADD interfere with Fas-induced apoptosis by dominantly disrupting the wild-type Fas from assembling the DISC [@R11],[@R14],[@R19]. Assuming the complete loss of function of a Fas mutant and a 1:1 mix of wild-type: mutant Fas in a heterozygous patient, the amount of the wild-type signaling complex would be \<1/2^5^, which is \~3%, explaining the strong dominant negative phenotype of ALPS-associated Fas DD mutations.

To determine whether structure-based Fas mutants engineered to disrupt the Fas--FADD complex also act dominant negatively, we transfected plasmids encoding these mutants fused to YFP into the Fas-sensitive T cell line Jurkat. As previously described [@R11], the ALPS-associated mutants A257D, D260Y and D260V almost completely abrogated apoptosis induced by either crosslinked anti-Fas antibody or FasL oligomerized through a leucine zipper tail (FasL-LZ) ([Fig. 4**c**](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The structure-based Fas mutants Q283K, E272K, T270K, and E261K were as potent dominant negative mutants as the ALPS-associated Fas mutants. The R250E mutant was somewhat weaker, but still showed more than 50% inhibition at most doses of anti-Fas or FasL-LZ ([Fig. 4**c**](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Residue Arg250 of Fas is at the type Ib interface that is less involved in complex formation than other types of interactions ([Fig. 2**a**](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The T305K IIb interface mutant that did not interfere with Fas--FADD complex formation had no inhibitory effect on Fas-induced apoptosis. Collectively, these data showed that the Fas DD--FADD DD structure correctly predicted the effects of these mutants in interfering with wild-type Fas signaling complexes.

DISCUSSION {#S8}
==========

Model of the DISC and requirement for dimers of FasL trimers {#S9}
------------------------------------------------------------

Availability of the full-length FADD structure comprised of both the DD and the death effector domain (DED) [@R20] allowed us to generate a model of the Fas DD in complex with full-length FADD ([Fig. 4**d**](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, the DED domain of FADD does not have any steric clashes with the Fas DD--FADD DD structure and points towards the outside of the complex, poised for interaction with the DED domain of caspase-8.

It is well established that the membrane-bound form of FasL and cross-linked anti-Fas antibodies, but not the proteolytically processed, trimeric soluble form of FasL, trigger apoptosis [@R21]--[@R23]. When soluble trimeric FasL is dimerized into an engineered hexameric molecule, it is highly competent to signal apoptosis, suggesting that the minimal signaling competent form of FasL is hexameric [@R24]. Interestingly, a dimer of FasL trimers would bring 6 Fas intracellular DDs into proximity, which is ideal in inducing the formation of the oligomeric complex comprised of 5--7 Fas molecules ([Fig. 4**e**](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Because the DED domains of both FADD and caspase-8 are also capable of self-association [@R25],[@R26], they can mediate further oligomerization of the DISC into microscopically visible clusters [@R27] to facilitate optimal caspase-8 clustering and activation. Cell death should have an intricately controlled threshold with sensitivity to ligand stimulation and protection from accidental firing. The highly oligomeric nature of the Fas DD--FADD DD complex in the intracellular region and its match in stoichiometry with the Fas--FasL interaction in the extracellular region ensures a highly cooperative and regulated mechanism to control this irreversible cell fate decision.

General DD assembly mechanisms {#S10}
------------------------------

The current Fas DD--FADD DD complex structure and its similarity to that of the PIDD DD--RAIDD DD complex [@R17] provide another example of conserved interactions in the DD superfamily which also include the caspase recruitment domain (CARD), the death effector domain (DED) and the Pyrin domain (PYD) [@R1]. The three types of interactions in the Fas DD--FADD DD and the PIDD DD--RAIDD DD complexes have been observed in the 1:1 Pelle DD--Tube DD complex [@R28], the 1:1 Apaf-1 CARD--caspase-9 CARD complex [@R29], and the 6:4:4 MyD88--IRAK4--IRAK2 complex [@R30], but not in the previously published Fas DD--FADD DD complex [@R16]. These interactions form the basis of a polymerization mechanism, which possesses intrinsic helical symmetry [@R30], in DD assembly. The different stoichiometries in these complexes despite the conservation of interactions establish DD superfamily members as versatile interactors and oligomerizers in signal transduction.

METHODS {#S11}
=======

Methods and any associated references are available in the [online version](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} of the paper at <http://www.nature.com/nsmb/>.
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![Biochemical and structural characterization of the Fas DD--FADD DD complexes. **(a)** Tandem mass spectrum of the hFas--hFADD complex showing the dissociated monomers and the 'stripped' complexes at high gas phase collisional activation. The peak centered at 5913 m/z was isolated and collision energy (50--100 V) was applied. Well-resolved peaks at high m/z correspond to the stripped complexes for the 5:5, 6:5 and 7:5 complexes. Inset, mass spectrum of the hFas--hFADD complex showing monomers and dimers of hFas and hFADD at lower m/z and the unresolved charge series at higher m/z. **(b)** A representative multi-angle light scattering (MALS) measurement of the hFas--hFADD complex. More MALS data are summarized in [Supplementary Table 1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. **(c)** Crystal structure of the core 5:5 mFas--hFADD complex. The Fas molecules are shown in warm colors and the FADD DD molecules are shown in cold colors. **(d)** Class averages of the mFas--hFadd complex (1^st^ and 4^th^ lines) with best matching projections from the current mFas--hFADD crystal structure (2^nd^ and 5^th^ lines) and from a previously published structure of the Fas--FADD complex (3^rd^ and 6^th^ lines) [@R16].](nihms232800f1){#F1}

![Interactions in the Fas DD--FADD DD complex. **(a)** Schematic planar diagram showing the construction of the complex. The locations of the three types of contacts are shown. **(b)** Sequence alignment of human and mouse Fas DD and FADD DD. Major interfacial residues are colored in yellow for type Ia, cyan for type Ib, magenta for type IIa, green for type IIb, red for type IIIa and blue for type IIIb. Single letter codes below the sequences indicate mutations tested with red indicating defective and black indicating non-defective. Locations of ALPS mutations are also shown. **(c)** Arrangement of molecules around Fas2, viewing into the schematic diagram in (a) from behind the page. **(d)** Zoom-in of (c) showing residues at the three types of interactions in Fas2 (labeled without a text box) and the surrounding molecules (labeled with a text box). Residues in Fas2 are colored in yellow for type Ia, cyan for type Ib, magenta for type IIa, green for type IIb (residue name not labeled), red for type IIIa and blue for type IIIb. Side chains of residues in the surrounding molecules are shown as stick models colored by atom types. **(e)** Arrangement of molecules around FADD3, viewing into the schematic diagram in (a) from behind the page. **(f)** Zoom-in of (e) showing residues at the three types of interactions in FADD3 (labeled without a text box) and the surrounding molecules (labeled with a text box). Residues in FADD3 are colored in yellow for type Ia, cyan for type Ib, magenta for type IIa (residue name not labeled), green for type IIb, red for type IIIa and blue for type IIIb. Side chains of residues in the surrounding molecules are shown as stick models colored by atom types. **(g)** Side by side surface representations of Fas DD showing the locations of the three types of interactions (left) and the surface charge features (right). **(h)** Side by side surface representations of FADD DD showing the locations of the three types of interactions (left) and the surface charge features (right).](nihms232800f2){#F2}

![Structure-based mutagenesis and analysis of ALPS mutations. **(a)** Analysis of structure-based mutations of Fas DD and FADD DD in the *in vitro* His-tag pulldown assay. (−) indicates a defective interaction. PD: pulldown; I: input. **(b)** Mapping of ALPS-associated mutation residues onto the surface of Fas DD. **(c)** Pulldown of ALPS-associated Fas DD mutants by His-tagged FADD DD. (−) indicates a defective interaction. PD: pulldown.](nihms232800f3){#F3}

![Interactions in living cells and functional effects of Fas DD and FADD DD mutations. **(a)** 293T cells were transfected with CFP-tagged FADD DD and YFP-tagged wild-type or mutant full-length Fas and analyzed for FRET by flow cytometry. Bi-exponential plots of the FRET signals are shown for cells transfected with the indicated constructs. A plasmid encoding a truncated Fas protein without a death domain (Fas ΔDD) was used as a negative control. Change in geometric mean fluorescence intensity (ΔMFI) was calculated by subtracting the MFI of non-interacting proteins (Fas ΔDD with WT FADD DD) from the MFI in the FRET channel of the indicated interacting pair. At right the mean fluorescence intensity relative to FRET signal from the Fas ΔDD--FADD interaction (ΔMFI) is shown for the indicated Fas DD mutants interacting with wild-type FADD. The occurrences of the interactions in the complex are shown. **(b)** FRET analysis of 293T cells transfected with either wild-type or mutant FADD DD interacting with full-length Fas or Fas ΔDD. At right the ΔMFI is shown for the indicated FADD DD mutants interacting with wild-type Fas. The occurrences of the interactions in the complex are shown. Results shown in (a) and (b) are representative of three independent experiments. **(c)** Effect of Fas DD mutants on Fas-induced cell death in transfected Jurkat E6.1 cells. Cells were transfected with the indicated constructs and apoptosis was induced with anti-Fas or FasL-LZ. Cell death was assayed by flow cytometry. Results are the average +/− s.e.m. of specific cell death in three independent experiments. **(d)** The Fas DD--full-length FADD complex model constructed by superimposing FADD DD with the structure of full-length FADD [@R20]. Fas DDs are shown in ribbon diagrams while FADD molecules are shown in surface representations. The location of the FADD DED for caspase-8 recruitment is shown for one of the FADD molecules. **(e)** A proposed model for post-receptor DISC formation that utilizes FasL hexamerization. All structures are shown in ribbon diagrams except for the intracellular death domains of Fas, which are shown in surface representations. The two FasL trimers are shown in gray. The six Fas extracellular domains are shown in the same color as their intracellular death domains. A 6^th^ Fas intracellular death domain (yellow) was added to the crystal structure. The extracellular and the intracellular domains are connected via straight lines of the same colors. Full-length FADD molecules are shown in ribbon diagrams. The light green bar represents the cellular membrane.](nihms232800f4){#F4}

###### 

Data collection and refinement statistics

                          mFas DD--hFADD DD complex
  ----------------------- ---------------------------
  **Data collection**     
  Space group             C222~1~
  Cell dimensions         
      *a*, *b*, *c* (Å)   135.2, 144.5, 131.6
  Resolution (Å)          50.0 − 6.8 (7.0)
  R~SYM~ (%)              7.0 (46.2)
  I / σI                  28.0 (1.3)
  Completeness (%)        93.0 (69.0)
  Redundancy              4.9 (2.7)
  **Refinement**          
  Resolution (Å)          20 − 6.8
  No. reflections         1,941
  R~work~ / R~free~ (%)   35.4 / 34.9
  No. atoms               
       Protein            7,270
  *B*-factors (Å^2^)      451.6
  R.m.s. deviations       
      Bond lengths (Å)    0.014
      Bond angles (°)     1.7

Values in parenthesis are for the highest-resolution shell.
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